MISSION STATEMENT  Blue Marble delivers socially impactful, commercially viable protection to the underserved. By incubating microinsurance solutions Blue Marble supports economic advancement and poverty reduction.

IMPACT FOOTPRINT

Colombia – Climate Insurance
Panama – Insurer Digitalization
Brazil – Climate Insurance
Argentina – Climate Insurance
Guatemala – Climate Insurance
Honduras – Climate Insurance
Mexico – Climate Insurance
Pakistan – Climate Insurance
Indonesia – Climate Insurance
Pakistan – Insurer Digitalization
India – Climate Insurance
Bangladesh – Climate Insurance
Zimbabwe – Climate Insurance
Mozambique – Climate Insurance
Zambia – Insurer Digitalization
Kenya – Climate Insurance
Ethiopia – Insurer Digitalization
Ghana – Climate Insurance
Ivory Coast – Climate Insurance
Tanzania – Climate Insurance

Validated service/revenue/model

CONSORTIUM PARTNERS

Aspen
MarshMcLennan
ASSA
TransRe
ZURICH

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Visit TransRe or bluemarblemicro.com